Abstract. Modern societies crucially depend on the robust supply with electric energy. Blackouts of power grids can thus have far reaching consequences. During a blackout, often the failure of a single infrastructure, such as a critical transmission line, results in several subsequent failures that spread across large parts of the network. Preventing such large-scale outages is thus key for assuring a reliable power supply. Here we present a non-local curing strategy for oscillatory power grid networks based on the global collective redistribution of loads. We first identify critical links and compute residual capacities on alternative paths on the remaining network from the original flows. For each critical link, we upgrade lines that constitute bottlenecks on such paths. We demonstrate the viability of this strategy for random ensembles of network topologies as well as topologies derived from real transmission grids and compare the nonlocal strategy against local back-ups of critical links. These strategies are independent of the detailed grid dynamics and combined may serve as an effective guideline to reduce outages in power grid networks by intentionally strengthen optimally selected links.
Introduction
We are currently witnessing a rapid transition in power generation from conventional to renewable power sources. Typically, renewable power sources are strongly fluctuating, have a lower power output than conventional ones and their potential geographical locations are restricted to places with sufficient solar or wind power [1, 2] . This development is challenging the operation and stability of electric power grids: Power has to be transmitted over large distances [3] , Fluctuations must be balanced by storage or backup power plants [4] [5] [6] and many decentralized units must be controlled [7] [8] [9] .
In general power grids work reliably, and power outages on a large scale are rare events [10] [11] [12] . However, just in the last decade major outages were recorded in India ) and Germany (2006) . A detailed analysis of the latter outage can be found in [13] . Each of these outages affected millions of people with potentially destructive impact [14, 15] . It is commonly expected that the loads will increase strongly in future grids [3] , so that these outages can become more likely. So it is urgent to trace back what causes such outages and to minimize the risk for such events to happen in the future. It may come as a surprise that large power outages in the past often were triggered by the outage of a single infrastructure, such as a transmission line [11] . In such an event, after one transmission line failed, a second line became overloaded and initiated a whole cascade of further failures [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
To exclude such outages induced by single infrastructure failure, the so-called (N − 1) rule is currently implemented in modern power grid operations. The (N − 1)-rule states that at every instant of time, the power grid has still to be fully functional even if any given single infrastructure, e.g. a transmission line, fails [23] . However, this criterion may be violated in times of high loads, as for example in Germany (2006) . The intentional shutdown of a single transmission line in Northern Germany brought the entire grid to the edge of a breakdown. A coupling of the busbars at a nearby transformer station then finally triggered the blackout, in which the European grid fragmented into three mutually asynchronous areas [13] . Additionally, an inclusion of new power sources into the grid is ongoing, and the need for additional transmission lines continues. Therefore it becomes more and more challenging to maintain the implementation of the (N − 1)-rule.
In this article we propose a nonlocal strategy to cure networks from critical line failures. The strategy is based on a graph-theoretical quantification of the redundant flows along paths of a supply network. Our analysis reveals that bottlenecks along those paths limit the stable operation of the grid. The main cure then comes from improving the capacities of the lines that constitute these bottlenecks. We compare this nonlocal strategy to the much simpler, local strategy of building local backup transmission lines in parallel to critical lines, thereby taking over the power flow if a critical line fails. We demonstrate that for example networks such as the Romanian grid topology (Fig.  1) , an increase of only the bottlenecks' capacities is an efficient countermeasure against outages, less costly than building additional transmission lines in parallel to critical ones. The non-local strategy is successful by exploiting unused 'resource' capacities the network exhibits as a whole. It ceases to work if no such resources exist, as in some types of random networks.
An oscillator model for power grid dynamics
In this article we focus on the rotor angle and frequency stability of AC power grids with respect to transmission line outages. We model the dynamics of the power grid as a network of N rotating synchronous machines representing electric motors or generators [7, [25] [26] [27] [28] , as they are used in hydro-electric power plants and the like. Each machine j ∈ {1, . . . , N } is characterized by the mechanical power P mech j it generates, (P mech j > 0) for a synchronous generator, or it consumes (P mech j < 0) for a synchronous motor. The state of each rotating machine j at time t is given by its mechanical phase angle θ j (t) and its velocity dθ j /dt.
The dynamics of the jth oscillator is then determined by the equation
where P el j is the electric power exchanged with the grid and P mech j is the mechanical power, related to the turbine torque τ t via τ t · ω 0 , ω 0 being the base frequency of the grid. M j is the machine's angular mass, D j the damping coefficient of the torque. We neglect ohmic losses such that the admittance Y jk of a transmission line between nodes j and k is purely imaginary Y jk = i B jk . Assuming furthermore that the magnitude of the voltage is constant throughout the grid, |V j | = V 0 for all nodes j ∈ {1, . . . , N } , the electric power flow from node j to node k is given by
and the total electric power acting on node j is obtained by summing over all flows to the connected nodes, P 
where φ j denotes the phase difference to the reference phase ω 0 t. If we insert (3) into (1), we obtain the swing equation for the phase deviations φ j (t) with P m = P mech − Dω 0 and P m the net shaft power input there. Using furthermore (2), we obtain the grid dynamics, which we study in this article and call "oscillator model" for brevity in the following:
where
. In this formulation the regular operation of the grid corresponds to a steady state with dφ j /dt = 0 for all nodes j, compare [29] [30] [31] . The network topology is implemented via the capacity matrix K ij . The networks we consider are undirected, K ij = K ji , K ij = 0 if node i is not connected with j, while the flows F ij , assigned to the links, are directed.
In the so-called structure preserving model [25, 29] one assumes frequencydependent loads which lead to the same equations of motion as in (1) with M j = 0 for load nodes. The steady state is the same as for the oscillator model such that our results also apply to the structure preserving model. A comparison of different models for synchronous machine operation with and without voltage dynamics can be found in [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Curing strategies
A failure of a single transmission line can have different types of impact on the operation of the power grid. It may cause only weak transient disturbances such that the network relaxes back to a stable steady state, or it may destabilize the synchronous action of the machines and, in the extreme case, induce a cascade of failures that ends up in a large-scale power outage. We call links, whose failure could induce power outages, critical links. All other links are referred to as stable. It is thus desirable to identify and stabilize all potentially critical links [36] .
First we identify critical links by removing single links from the network and recording the time evolution of all rotator phases and their velocities. For stable links the phase differences become constant over time, and the common frequency is the desired net frequency. For critical links, deviations from the net frequency outside a tolerance interval remain, which would lead to an emergency shutdown of parts of the power grid in real-world power grids. An example is demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where a We analyze two different strategies to stabilize critical links. A straightforward local strategy (later called strategy II) is to build backup links for the critical links, i.e., to increase the grid's redundancy locally at the places, where critical failures take place.
Strategy I is in general non-local and works as follows. If the link (a, b) fails, the (directed) flow F ab has to be rerouted over alternative paths in the network. However, the links along these paths have only a limited residual capacity K ij − F ij to take over this flow. Correspondingly, we here determine the redundant capacity K red ab as the minimum value of the residual capacities along all shortest alternative paths p (apart from the direct connection between a and b) connecting a with b:
The link (r, s), which actually carries and determines the redundant capacity K red ab with respect to the removed link (a, b), i.e. the link for which
represents the bottleneck for the load redistribution. If no alternative shortest path exists, the link (a, b) is a bridge and therefore a bottleneck. The minimum at the link (r, s) may be degenerate with several bottlenecks along the paths in question. Strategy I then amounts to increasing the capacity of each of these bottlenecks by a factor c > 1
rather than reinstalling the broken link (a, b), once it turned out to be critical. with K rs replaced by c · K rs , and increase its capacity again according to (7) . Repeat these steps until the link becomes stable.
(3) Calculate the sum of the increase in capacities along the bottlenecks of all critical links to decide which strategy is superior. If the sum according to the here proposed strategy I needs less additional capacity than building backup lines with capacity K ab for each critical link, strategy I is superior.
Some remarks are in order. It should be noticed that K red ab is not the capacity of the link (a, b) itself, but depends on (a, b) via the shortest alternative paths. Furthermore, the flow F ij follows from the original dynamics with the critical link (a, b) being present. A redistributed flow F ij after the link's removal is only accessible if the removed link (a, b) is stable, but not if it is critical and the power flow is shut down. The rationale behind choosing the flow F ij before the removal is that the bottleneck determined from this original flow distribution is responsible for the instability when the link (a, b) is removed. Finally, the focus on the shortest out of all alternative paths assumes that the difference due to the redistributed load decays fast with the distance from the removed critical link. Actually, in the Romanian grid we find that rerouting takes place predominantly over the shortest alternative paths. Fig. 3 illustrates the flow redistribution |F ij − F ij | after the marked stable link is removed. The flow difference is most pronounced along the shortest alternative paths. We tested the redistribution of flows for other stable links and found similar decay behavior with the distance from the removed link. (Fast decay behavior is, of course, not automatically guaranteed, see e.g. [37] .)
Our strategy applies to transmission line overloads, but do not capture voltage instabilities. For models, dealing with transmission line overloads, they are generally independent of the specific model system. The specific dynamics enters in strategy I only where the bottlenecks are determined from the flow redistribution. Other improved or refined models may replace the oscillator dynamics, as long as they satisfy the continuity equation for flows, and losses along the lines are negligible.
Performance of curing strategies

Curing the Romanian power grid
We test the performance of the strategies using a synthetic network, sharing the topology with the Romanian high voltage power transmission grid [24] as illustrated in Fig. 1 and the distribution of generators and consumers including their actual values for production and consumption. However, we discard all connections to neighboring countries and keep only the internal lines of Romania. The net power at the 66 substations is negative with P ∈ [−25, −2] s −2 , i.e., these nodes act as consumers (blue circles in Fig. 1 ). There are 22 substations with positive power and P ∈ [0...110] s −2 (green diamonds). For simplicity we assume that the transmission capacity of all links is equal. Furthermore, we vary the value of K to interpolate between a weakly (K large) and a strongly (K small) loaded grid.
Our two strategies for improving network resilience are compared in Fig. 4 . It shows the capacity that has to be added to cure all critical links as a function of the initial transmission capacity assigned to the links. The steps in the dashed curve (strategy II) are due to the fact that this strategy is directly sensitive to the number of critical links, which changes abruptly as a function of the capacity. The slight increase between succeeding steps results from the fact that the added line for replacement of the critical link is equipped with the same capacity as the critical link was before its removal. Adding capacities at the bottlenecks of the redundant capacities requires in all cases less additional capacity compared to building backup lines, so strategy I is superior. 
Other network topologies
One may have expected that a statement about the superior strategy can be given merely in terms of the network topology. In general, however, it is the combination of the network topology with producers, consumers, line capacities and dynamics which decides about the superior strategy [39] . Keeping everything unchanged, we illustrate for a regular ring topology with one shortcut (that is a small-world topology in the limit of an almost regular topology [40] ) that either strategy I or strategy II is superior, depending on the capacity assignment. Similarly, for specific choices of random networks we show that which is the superior strategy also here depends on the gap of the capacities to the critical capacity value (below the critical capacity no stable state can be achieved).
For the small-world case we start from a ring of N = 100 nodes with next-neighbor interactions and rewire just a single link. We randomly assign five large generators with P = 10 s −2 , ten small ones with P = 3.5 s −2 and 85 consumers with P = −1 s −2 . The capacities are homogeneously chosen for all links. Now we rewire exactly one link, so that the ring is broken into a loop and an attached chain. For rewiring we choose a heavily loaded link, i.e., one that is connected to a large power generator. We rewire the link such that the system can reach a stable state as long as the rewired link is present. The rewired link is critical in the former sense.
Depending on the assignment of capacities, strategy I or II may be superior, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 , where we determined the necessary additional capacity to stabilize the rewired critical link. For high capacity values on each link strategy I is superior as it was the case for the Romanian power grid, while for low capacity values strategy II is more efficient. We tested rewiring for other heavily loaded links with various destinations and found the same qualitative behavior as indicated in Fig. 5 . In conclusion: For a fixed topology and fixed distributions of consumers and generators, the average load of the network is decisive. In highly loaded networks with little residual capacity strategy I requires too much additional capacity, so that strategy II is superior.
With the following example we present two random networks, which only differ by the density of links. We choose random networks of the Erdös Renyi type [41] , again with 100 nodes (five large generators with P = 10 s −2 , ten small ones with P = 3.5 s −2 and 85 consumers with P = −1 s −2 ). The nodes are randomly chosen to be either one of the generators or one of the consumers. With probability 4/100 or 6/100, respectively, we connect any randomly chosen pair of nodes, so that on average each node is connected with four or six other ones. The capacities are chosen homogeneously. For both connection probabilities, different realizations of the grid need different initial capacities K min that are minimally required for reaching a stable state. We then compare and average only over grids with similar K min . Here we consider a minimal transmission capacity of K min = 3.4 s −2 for an average of four connections and of K min = 4.6 s −2 for six connections.
The average and standard deviation of the total added capacity are displayed for both strategies I and II, where the average is taken over fifty realizations for an average degree of six (four) connections between the nodes in Fig. 6(a)((b) ), respectively. In Fig. 6(a) the length of the shortest alternative paths varies between three and seven links, similar numbers as for the Romanian power grid. Here strategy I is almost always superior in the sense that less additional capacity to cure all critical links is required than for strategy II. The only exception is for grids with low initial transmission capacities close to K min , not displayed here, similarly to the small-world case.
In Fig. 6(b) with an average degree of four, the length of the shortest alternative paths varies between six and thirteen links. Here, strategy I performs better outside the error bars for initial transmission capacities, for which the gap to K min is even larger than in the previous case. This may be related to the fact that the length of the shortest alternative paths is in general longer for a less dense grid. With the length of the alternative paths also the probability increases to find several bottlenecks along them, whose capacities must be increased. 
Conclusions and Outlook
Single link failures may induce global outages in power grids and other complex supply networks. The design of future grids which ensure N − 1 security is generally based on large-scale numerical simulations. In this article we contribute to a better theoretical understanding of network resilience and optimization by comparing local and nonlocal strategies to extend existing grids. Upgrading existing critical links seems a viable option, which, however, involves high costs (in terms of update capacity needed). We have introduced a novel curing strategy (strategy I) based on the mathematical analysis of flow rerouting across redundant capacities on the network. The method is intrinsically non-local, as it exploits properties of the entire collective dynamics of the network. It may provide a lower-cost solution compared to local link updating at the same collective impact of improving network robustness.
In principle redundancy in the grid provides an option for non-locally rerouting flows. We find that bottlenecks in these redundancies often cause outages induced by link failures. Actually the number of bottlenecks along the rerouting paths may be quite small (cf. [36] ). Our strategy exploits this fact by systematically enhancing the capacities of these bottlenecks, thereby making use of the information also on the remote flow distribution.
This non-local strategy works well if the critical links are caused by a few pronounced bottlenecks rather than an overall heavily loaded grid. This in turn depends on the network topology as well as the distribution of generators (inputs) and consumers (outputs). For instance, non-local rerouting becomes hard or less advantageous than the local updating of a critical link, if a large fraction of links is already heavily loaded in the original network and little non-local redundancy is available. This effect was seen for the regular ring topology and both versions of random networks. The effect is more pronounced if, in addition, the alternative paths between two nodes are long. This feature is specific to the topology. In our examples, the density of links in the random grid with an average degree of four was lower than for degree six, leading to longer detours for the flow and possibly more bottlenecks along them.
Taken together, our results indicate that non-local rerouting of flows upon link failure often provides a viable complement to local updates. In a range of settings, the nonlocal strategy undercuts the costs of local updating. In power grids, taking into account non-local rerouting along the lines of our strategy I may enhance our options to satisfy the (N − 1)-criterion in a more efficient way.
